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(Love) Letter from the
Editors

To Our Cherished Reader,

Welcome to Issue 3 of Moonlight Magazine!

First of all — we just want to take quick moment to acknowledge
how monumental a third issue is. It is truly unimaginable how
quickly a tiny idea thrown out on a whim has evolved into a
wonderfully collaborative, multilayered labor of love. What
success we have achieved is due to you. From the bottom of our
hearts, we are endlessly grateful for your benevolence.

The works you will enjoy today in Issue 3 all have in common a
pressing narrative that makes itself known, whether explicitly or
not. You will find that the journey from author/artist to audience
is a personal and pleading one. Every brushstroke, picture, and
turn of the phrase in this volume brings to life a vivid story in
mind, and your hearts will be moved just as ours was while
putting everything together. Let's have a round of applause for
our lovely contributors — you deserve to be recognized for
finding your voice and allowing us to share your stories. 

And one final dedication of thanks to you, our dear readers. We
owe you the world.

Happy Reading!
Callia & Alessandra
Editors-in-Chief 



Summertime 
Blues
Wallace Barker

no matter what i do
i cant lose weight
i noticed this year

the wildlife is abundant
 

the creek below the cliffs is
flowing fast thru the city greenbelt

everyday children are swimming the rapids
and instead of a lone squirrel on the lawn

 
i see five or six squirrels chasing eachother

through the tall grass gone to seed
mourning dove line the telephone wires

and peck at the ground in such numbers
 

that a walk thru the soccer field 
is sure to startle a bevy of them

but i have been putting on weight
i think people are beginning to notice

 
when the sunlight hits my face

 
i close my eyes and grow like a plant



Cowboys
5 Poems by Moe Frank-Niyogi



steel toed boots and natural disasters
(cowboy v. 1)

oh
love. oh

love we sit in the pale room
in the two pale chairs

at the pale table. kiss me cowboy
and kick me with your
steel toed boots. contact

contact contact ! the time is sliding by
and you have spurs on the back

of those steel toed boots. you
are an earthquake,

baby. you
shake me to my roots

coyote (cowboy v. 2)
please

be gentle with me,
cowboy. please

run your fingers with their dusty nails
through my hair. please put me down,

like an doomed coyote
that has been killing the chickens. you

make me a playlist
and it is the perfect balance between
old and new. i think i will leave the

concept of departure
on the back burner. i take the injured

coyote to the vet
and we keep it as a pet. things

can get better. things
will get better.

 



typewriter blues (cowboy v. 3)
COWBOY ! are u
listening 2 me? i am typing on my vintage typewriter (which i got 4
eighteen dollars at the grocery store) nd i am using all the fancy hip lingo
! i want 2 kiss u so bad. please do not
betray my body and soul; i want 2 be
yr fallacy. i want 2 be
a demon that u remember fondly,
years later. slay the calf nd wither without its sweet milk. slay me; that
was a mistake !

desecrated host (cowboy v. 4)
i am the kind of ruined that doesn’t go away. your love for me is rotting;
a blossoming pile of flies and heart-meat. i cradle your new-moon face in
my sinner’s hands, and say a prayer under my breath before leaning in.

and now you’re at the very edge of the cliff, and i ask you this. “when
we’re dead and in hell, would you share with me a mandarin and pretend
things are fine?” pull yourself up by your bootstraps, cowboy; it’s time to

go hunting.
 
 



love has spurs like a rooster (cowboy v. 5)
cowboy cowboy

cowboy. on our first night together i told you
“god has to be real,

because otherwise why would we fit together so perfectly?” and
then you

(who is god)
slapped me on the wrist

with hands of dust and spit,
and said

“that’s for not saying hello first.” we are
chock full of boygirl love;

and we were made in the image of transsexual deities. we are
insignificant sinners and yet we are still

in love



ARTIST

JANE FORREST

Empty Highway



Best Friend 

Endings 

Luca



LIVE OR LEAVE 
BY FORTUNE MAINE

For we never get to know
how many moons we get to see

or how long or short the journey would be
or if our decades will ever get to cross one, two, or three

for we never get to know
who gets to live

or leave 

yesterday 
by teri anderson



Floating

Jane Forrest



a tree crashed from my yard

through my neighbor's fence smashed

their deck and fell into their pool

 

act of god I told them what can be done

but they were sullen and wanted to talk

about insurance claims and liabilities

 

the husband wore his shirt unbuttoned

on his exposed hairy chest he seemed

to be wearing some sort of snake medallion

 

the wife was a nice college professor lady

just had her first baby quite late in life

she seemed bewildered and reserved

 

we stood on their deck surveying the damage

the pool now dyed dark green from the leafy

treetop soaking at the bottom of the deep end

 

really a very pleasant day a mourning dove

strutted beside the fallen tree looking for beetles

a cool breeze rippled across the pool surface

 

the murky green water like some forest pond

I took a deep breath and exhaled slowly

act of god I said shaking my head act of god

FORCE MAJEURE
W A L L A C E  B A R K E R



Sheridan Turton - Parent picking up child from school



 
I am a river caught on the sharpened edges of your submerged rock.

You splay me until I snake in so many directions, 
held in the bed,

carved in your ground.
 
 

All I ever wanted was permanence.
Fleeting are the deep belly laughs that rip from my lungs.

I choke on them, a flurry of bubbles, a cackling creek.
 
 

It is a dance my body doesn’t will,
an undulation,

a slither confined.
The river thinks she is free, but I run the same path I have always ran.

 
 

Ripples, a metronome, shaking my hips
to the rhythm of Earth’s heartbeat.

Breath that syncs or sinks,
it’s all a choice, all of it, but for whom I’m not sure.

 
 

Only a fool would dive into my depths, piercing the placid.
How could you ever think my waters could hold you?

My illusion complete, rocks and stones, bones, hollow bones.
I am never still, could I ever shatter?

 
 

We are fluid, you and I,
some days we flow, no, I flow, around you,

some days I run, and run, and run, to find I only run all over you. 
I am so tired of trying to make you happy,

And I know you are tired, too. 
 
 

So tired. So tired. 
 
 

Flood. 

The Deluge
Kiana McCrackin



Rigatoni Garrido - The Castle Garden



                                                                            behind a madman's grin 

her skin is not yours to wear
her body not                                                       your 
temple for your supplication
cease your efforts to crawl within 
and place your palms upon the altar 
as though a hunger so great

                          wretched
might serve as catalyst 
morphing her words into 

                          revelations
that                                                                     writhe as 
                                                                           serpents do
within the hollow 
shells of your ears
                                                                           but first
ignite the need you perceive 
the need you crave
the need for which                                              your
prayers are uttered
with naught but the specter’s                              gaping maw
to echo back your hunger

your hips making contact                                    vowing
that pleasure is pain, that                                    pleas are true pleasure
you cannot spoil                                                  the sacred fruit
your denigration                                                  concealed 

                                       

HOMAGE TO A
VIPER

 

  

 

 

 Breanna Teramoto



Objects of
Interpretation

Maisie Cu







Am I 
The crack
Or the space 
On the sides that have
Broken
Into pieces?
Shards
Glued together
To give the illusion
Of wholeness.
The trees in the sky
Mirror
The veins on the 
Lungs,
Mirrors
Streams flowing from
Rivers
When you look at them
From the sky,
Mirrors
The roots beneath the
Soil.
Soiled.
Spoiled.
I need more glue.

Self-help
Kiana McCrackin



There are many things I am supposed to be doing;
finding a preschool, teaching her to swim,

remembering not to yell when my blood feels
like running from my veins.

 I am patient. I am calm. 
I tell myself again and again. 
But I am not patient or calm. 

I try to stuff the words back into my belly where they caught fire. 
Ash sticks to my throat as they spill into the wind. 

I chase them with apologies and fingers that grasp too slow at their edges.
She cries when they reach her, the fire burns. 

I hear crows calling out to the sky.
Or is that me? Cacophonous pleading.

Is anyone listening? Is anyone listening?
I noticed at dusk, a merging, 

hundreds upon hundreds of birds converging. 
I thought I knew what it meant to be wild

until the wind nearly picked me up off the ground.
I remember, as my hair swirls, being small, hoping 

for such a gale to take me.
I worry, I worry, I worry she feels like that now.
Over The Puget Sound seagulls fly above boats.

Is it in case their wings can not carry them further? 
But here the birds disappear, 

when the very air they haunt begins to howl.
I spend a lot of time watching them, 

yet, I still haven’t learned how to survive. 



 
E L L A  A N D R E W S



     Contrary to popular belief, I actually have a deep love for people as individuals.
However, it feels, to me, as if day-to-day conversation is a constant effort to make
interaction simple. The entire basis for “small-talk” is the idea that there are limited
times and places that are the right time and place for any particular topic. This worries
me, as well as pisses me off, as our lives are so painfully finite. There are only so
many places, and so little time. I don’t like the willingness to abandon one’s own
genuine thoughts and reactions in an effort to simplify things. I don’t want something
simple. Simple feels dishonest. People are messy and opinionated. They contradict
themselves. They get excited and lose control over their volume. They spill over the
edges because the brain generates more than it can hold. I want to hear you speak
without the varnish of social expectation. Conversation is pure human connection, and
we waste away half of it on niceties. I beg of you, give me specifics. Entertain long-
winded hypotheticals. Tell me why your childhood cat made you incapable of
handling rejection. Open up to me about the boy you had a crush on in the seventh
grade that you still have dreams about. Tell me how, in the back of your mind, you’re
concerned you may have fallen in love with him, and what a waste for your first love.
Worry about why you feel so much shame for being aroused by that one actor. These
may seem insignificant, but this is what is real to me. Real, human, stupid reactions to
the world around you. For one of these finite moments, invite me into your life and let
me look in the bottom of the sock drawer. Let me stand by while you clean up, and
listen to you try to explain away the mess, even though I saw nothing wrong in the
first place. Let me sleep on the couch and promise that I’ll stay as long as you need.

Talk
Emma Howe



Anne Carson said, “to feel anything deranges you.” I think that’s why I feel certifiable.
For a significant portion of my, admittedly short, life, I have struggled with the idea that I
simply must care more than anyone else. Now, yes, that thought does confirm that I am an

incredible narcissist, but I feel the need to point out it has less to do with my being somehow
“deeper” than anyone else, and entirely to do with how erratic my emotions are. I struggle to
believe that any rational person feels with the ferocity that I do because no one would get
anything done. I certainly don’t. Even in my own eyes, my behavior can seem unexplainable,

especially in terms of the speed with which I can attach myself to someone. When writing this, I
realized that there is no way to describe this experience without sounding like an obsessive,
would-be stalker, so I’m just going to say it and ask for the benefit of the doubt. There have

been multiple occasions in my life (three?) in which someone appeared, and my brain, for lack of a
better description, simply says, “them.” That’s it. No intelligent thought to go with it, just the
decision that this is the person central to my being. I have accepted at this point that this is

essentially the sensation of a crush, which is what leads me to believe that I am experiencing it
differently than anyone else. The problem is, with these few people, I manage to emotionally

attach myself completely, and I want them to love me just as much. But I feel this way about
practical strangers. Most recently, a young man my age. I thought at first, maybe I really like
him. Maybe I’m falling in love for the first time. I can’t tell anymore. Do I want to kiss him
sometimes, when he tells a dumb story that makes no sense, but makes me laugh? Sure.

Sometimes I just wanna hold his cheeks between my hands and stare. But I also just wanna
spend all my time around him, doing nothing at all. I can’t imagine other people feel that way
because I can’t feel anything else in those moments. I don’t know his last name, he has a job
that I think is stupid, and we have nothing in common. But I once made the mistake of getting
drunk near him and spent five minutes telling him how pretty he was. I don’t even regret it. The
chance to see a flustered blush on his face greatly defeated any embarrassment. When he looks
at me, I feel like I don’t need to experience anything else, this shared breath is good enough. He
feels holy, and all of a sudden this stupid 20 year old is someone to be worshiped. That is why
I’m stupid. Only an idiot would feel that way about someone they barely know. Maybe I am in

love.
 

by Emma Howe



 Birth

Wishful Thinking



O, the wind that flows so mightily, 
You fill life in every nook and cranny. 

Each gust like a thousand kisses 
Peppered all over my skin, 

My hair a musical swing of your rhythm.
 

O, the wind that flows so mightily, 
You whisper in my ears, 

Telling tales of foreign lands, 
Of people and their puzzled souls. 

You are invisible, yet I feel you 
More than the people I live within. 

 
O, the wind that flows so mightily, 

Take me with you, so I can soar 
Without a burden in the sky. 

So I can fly without my thoughts 
Weighing me down for once. 

 
O, the wind that flows so mightily, 

Shape me with every blow,  
Restore my eroded soul. 

Play me a rhythm so sweet 
And I shall dance like those trees. 

In a trance, without a fuss.
 
 

by Anjali

Letting Go -Kiana McCrackin



Happy

Moody

Split



i tasted the color(green) 
it was brassy 
like louis armstrong’s trumpet 
sliding down 
a roof top 
of chromatic scales 
burning 
to a molecular 
pulp 
everything 
in its path 

i tasted the color(green) 
how fluid 
were her fingertips 
splattering 
the ground-my shoe 
all pollack esque 
no mattered where 
i stepped 
reminding me 
of gum along 
a subway car floor 
in queen’s 

i tasted the color(green) 
in small hertz 

troupes 
as grizzled prospectors 

pulled 
from the back 
of their minds 

oxidized 
verbs & constants 

slamming them 
awkwardly 

across beige table cloths 
making me 

jump 
 

i tasted the color(green) 
after dark 
he threw 

a
rope ladder 

up to my window sill and
started tapping directions in
morse code which i ignored 

 

stepping outside after a year in a
pandemic

by jordan merenick 

for i’ve lost my wings for i’ve lost my 
wings for i’ve lost my wings ages ago 

 
 after that first flower bloomed & 

swallowed the world...



Your love
was evanescent.  

 Snowflake. Opalescent. 
Your love,  

was sporadic.  
 Cold heart. Reminiscent. 

Your love was contabescent.
Uninhabitable.  

Your love,  
was spurious.  

Your love was not love. 
It was non existent.  

Your love. 
 

Uninhabitable

By Kerry Maria 



BUSYHEAD
Maisie Cu









Contributor Bios
Anjali: Anjali (she/her) is a 16 year old student writer who appreciates
and finds a deep interest in reading and writing different pieces. She has
been published in thehearthmag and thepropagandapandamag. She only
hopes to move the world with her words someday, but until then drowning
herself into music and literature will suffice. Instagram handle:
@unjolly_writes. 

Wallace Barker: Wallace Barker lives in Austin, Texas. He has been
published in Neutral Spaces Magazine, Reality Hands, Misery Tourism and
Expat Press. More of his work can be found at wallacebarker.com.

Maisie Cu: Maisie is a Vietnamese born, Toronto based artist. Her works
concern with the investigation of quotidian ritual and meanings in relation to
others. She makes sense of things by creating her imaginary place against
reality as a new mode of functioning. Maisie is currently trained as a painter
at the Ontario College of Art and Design. 

Jane Forrest: Jane Forrest is a 16-year-old artist based in Toronto. She is
currently majoring in contemporary art and studying contemporary
photography at the Etobicoke School of the Arts. She is a painter and
photographer and primarily works with oil paint on canvas. Her work focuses
on themes of control, the global pandemic, and community. 

atoni Garrido: atoni Garrido is a Venezuelan-American artist and
animator, she currently runs a small business titled,"Pipapeep!" Her business is
based on a small, cute character called "Pipa", and produces digital
illustrations, animations, and fashion designs. Pipas are often spotted in warm
places, like soft blankets, and have a curious, explorative personality and
travel to different worlds. They are small and are sometimes hard to spot in
atoni’s intricate digital illustrations.

Teri Anderson: Teri Anderson creates work that looks into the idea of
craft in art, textiles, installation and sculpture to create a linear or
surreal environment which the audience have to inhabit. The work links
to her heritage and how textiles were key in their family history including
sample machinists and pattern cutters. Building on this Teri proposes an
art practise which incorporates a craft based techniques into the art
based discipline of installation. https://teriandersonsite.wordpress.com/

https://teriandersonsite.wordpress.com/


Reese Herrington: From exploring the ideal version of the female form to
deconstructing the world in which woman live in Reese documents her
investigation of being a woman through friends, strangers online and
herself. The people captured are the “females I want to be. I want to be
my friend smoking, I want to be a pregnant mom, I want to be my
roommate who is so comfortable being naked; I want to be vulnerable,
powerful and beautiful like the woman around me”. Reese’s work relates
to the collective experience of woman discovering themselves under a
world dominated by the male gaze. While attempt ing to find her own
role as a woman the visuals serve as a representation of self discovery.

Kiana McCrackin: Kiana McCrackin is a writer sometimes, a
photographer sometimes (She has her BFA in professional photography
from The Brooks Institute of Photography), a moon gazer sometimes,
and a mama always. Kiana is most interested as a writer and artist in
the experience of being a mother/wife/woman/human and the emotions
that come with those roles. She has previously been published in Pif
Magazine. Kiana grew up in Alaska, has lived all over the west coast,
and currently resides in South Dakota where she is discovering what the
wind has to say. 

Jordan Merenick: Jordan Merenick is a published poet from Pittsburgh,
P.A. He has been published by the zines: Clover & White, Nitrogen
House, and Swell. He hopes that this collection will inspire. He can be
contacted at j95twu@gmail.com. 

Moe Frank-Niyogi: Moe Frank-Niyogi is a young, queer aspiring poet
with small to medium-sized dreams. He writes about a variety of things,
including but not limited to mental health, religion, the LGBT
experience, and dead coyotes. He has a cat, which he loves very much.
His Instagram page is @forbiddenrat, and his Tumblr is @western-
fence-lizard.

Fortune Maine: Fortune Maine is a 23 year old black boy painting his
feelings with ink in the west side of Africa.

Kerry Maria: Kerry Maria is a poet and the founder of Candlelit Poems,
a creative page and a space where the artist shares her muses about life,
love, nature and humanity. Candlelit Poems started as a form of self
therapy due to mental health difficulties 2and Maria states that writing
helps release some of the tension in her mind, body and soul.

mailto:j95twu@gmail.com


Gunjan Solanki: Gunjan is a Delhi-based writer, photographer and content
designer. She loves all things artistic and creative, evocative and emotive.
You can find her on Instagram @gunjan.solanki.

Breanna Teramoto: Breanna (Miko) Teramoto is an unabashed coffee
addict who enjoys traveling, delicious food, sci-fi and horror movies, and
spoiling her pets. In her spare time, she can be found writing, reading,
gaming, listening to an eclectic array of music, and crafting flimsy excuses
to buy more books. Her publications in creative nonfiction, poetry, horror,
science fiction, and fantasy have been published by The Start Literary
Journal, Barren Magazine, and Apparition Literary Magazine.

Sheridan Turton: Sheridan Turton is an illustrator from the U.S. and
Taiwan. She has illustrated children’s books, editorials, album covers,
and many more. She likes to draw and capture moments, life, and the
culture of Taiwan. She can be found on Instagram at dandanillustrates.



see you soon!  


